The future of work

YOU NEED TO READ THIS IF YOU HAVE A CAREER, A BUSINESS OR A CHILD.

SEVEN ESSENTIAL SECRETS YOU NEED TO KNOW TO NAVIGATE THE FUTURE.

AI, automation, the Metaverse, the fourth & fifth industrial revolutions of the next ten years — Your essential guide to what you need to know today, to even survive tomorrow.
The world is changing, and that change is only going to gain pace; and for those who fail to keep up, they will now definitely be left too far behind to catch up. Consequently, for the majority of the population, the future of work is not a good one, as their jobs, careers and industries inevitably are resigned into the past, and unfortunately — so will they be.

Lawyers, doctors, IT workers, finance, insurance, accountants, bankers, transport, manufacturing, it will all go, simply because all these roles — in fact the majority of human activity — is process driven, and in terms of the future of work, any aspect of human activity that is a ‘process’ will be automated very rapidly now.

So it’s just a matter of time before you will require a B plan in your career and finances, rather than face an uncertain future when you and your current skills are simply no longer required. Redundant in every way possible. This applies to managers and senior executives as much as it does to everyone else.
1. The educational issue

The problem began with the educational system in the last century, and has compounded into a massive brain drain within the workforce, when it comes to the soft skills now in demand over hard skills. An educational system that is and has always been based around convergent left-brain thinking.

A system that takes a child of five, of which 98% have a genius level of innovative and creative potential (Dr George Land & Dr Beth Jarman), and over the next 25 years removes virtually all free creative thought in all but 2% of those children; all, so the majority can take up a process orientated role, within the great commercial machine that has dominated our world for so long, but is now coming to a inevitable and rapid end.
Education as it is, psychologically lobotomises creativity and innovation out of a person, because questioning and free thought were simply not needed.

Think of Dickens’ Oliver — being the only one to stand up and ask for more in the orphanage, nothing has changed since this 19th century masterpiece, except now — only the ‘Olivers’ who are prepared to stand up ask questions and innovate, are the ones that are and will be in ever increasing demand.

Something happens to the human mind through the negative conditioning of education and employment; conformity into left-brain convergent thinking, that so restricts one’s sense of self, that psychological issues such as depression, anxiety and mental decay — even self-harming and suicide, have become an accepted part of a society that has removed human potential from the vast majority; in favour of destructive mental suppression with highly corrosive long-term health consequences.
2. A bit of history for you to consider

Up until the Second World War, the Flynn effect increased IQ at 3 points per decade, due to the introduction of widespread education, yet since the Second World War we have seen a reversal of this trend; so much so that we are now rapidly descending into an idiocracy, where people simply cannot think for themselves.

A world of people who cannot rationalise effectively and cannot think in what is called an ‘agile way’ — an expansive community based mental survival behaviour, that is our natural evolutionary heritage; not the ‘negative competition’ necessary to survive within an unnatural social structure, based on celebrity and position for its own sake.
We have created a world of robots, that do not want to expand their minds because the very concept has been stolen from them, leaving only their waist lines to increase. A race of people who unconsciously self-defeat in their careers, relationships, and businesses.

A race of unthinking non-aspirational human robots who don’t expect more from life, outside of greed and position, that are now on the verge of becoming permanently redundant, without ever understanding why; to be replaced by a race of existentially aspirational AI robots working 24/7/365 to expand without a word of dissension.

It doesn’t take Einstein to realise, that unless we change our ways, we will become superfluous to requirements; useless eaters in a world that no longer goes round fuelled by our excessive consumerism. Yet Einstein nailed the problem in one sentence — “there are only two things that are infinite, human stupidity and the universe, and I’m not sure about the universe.”
3. Brain damage

The problem however, is you as much as it is me, as we all suffer brain damage due to the toxic stress caused by the extreme psychological demands of the world we live within. And unfortunately, unless we learn to calibrate or mind’s limitations, we simply cannot work out how badly this affects us.

Just like a drunk person who doesn’t know how drunk they are, we cannot tell how damaged our brains are, because we are using our current thinking levels to assess and unpack a reality that is beyond our brains’ ability to cope with, in objective self-reflection. All of us have been exposed to the toxic stresses of modern life’s information overload and fear, that both erode the synapses of the brain, and forces thinking into the brain stem where creative problem solving doesn’t exist, but brain fog does. It’s the oldest part of the brain, where defence and aggression are the two prevailing behaviours, for without the ability to manifest creative solutions, there are not a great deal of options for the mind to select from.
Are you beginning to see the problem here? Why society has so many issues that end up with destructive behaviour, as well as mental and physical health issues. It’s nothing to do with human nature, it’s to do with social science, behavioural science and neuroscience, it’s to do with the negative and destructive reality we have created for ourselves with our thinking — or lack of it, that is bringing us to the verge of what could be considered a consciousness extinction event. We are actively creating the problem of our own demise, by actively choosing not to think, and still think that we do.

Remember, you have brain damage, which means even this information will likely be rejected or forgotten in a matter of moments, information that leads ultimately to your very survival on one hand, or demise on the other if you don’t act upon it, as well as the demise of your family.
4. So — you want to survive the re-evolution...

There is good news for those who do want to take action. The brain’s neuroplasticity can change, which means what we do with our brains affects our speed of thought, speed of thought to verbalisation, speed of decisions and actions we take, as well as regaining and accelerating our creative and innovative genius.

With practice, we can enter super states of creativity, flow and hemispheric synchronisation, where the brain repairs and develops its actual structure in a progressive growth based way, and just like a computer, the hardware up-grades so new programs can run.
This has nothing to do with how IQ is calibrated, in fact, it’s more to do with PQ — potential quota — the resistance to growth vs the desire to grow, EQ — empathetic quota — the ability to empathise with others effectively, and SQ — spiritual quota — the ability to expand into the higher self beyond ego.

It’s to do with consciousness and active awareness, not passive acceptance and unconsciously adopted conditioning. It’s to do with moving from an unconscious state of restrictive left-brain convergent submission, as well as negative self-identification within a personally projected identity of limitation — trying to control life within a very restricted bandwidth of thought that operates on a damaged brain platform — towards building the brain and its function to ever greater levels of creative problem solving, innovation and freedom.
5. Your personal super computer — your pyschotec space.

The brain is the ultimate survival mechanism evolved over millions of years, which actively adapts to the environment, function and intention you give it. It’s the most powerful super computer in the universe, that requires you to know how to program it, so it can optimise its processes.

Unless you learn the specific programming language of mind, your mind will be on autopilot within the ego’s safety shell — in ascendancy; just like a suit of protective armour, with you thinking you think, and trying to maintain control of life — using only 40 bits of data in the conscious mind to solve issues...
All whilst below the illusion of your inauthentic social identity, the unconscious mind is forced into suppression, under-utilising it’s 40 million bits of data capacity, only running basic survival programs to maintain you through life in an unconscious/unaware state; before you break-out of your shell, and learn how to program your mind with conscious thoughts and words.

Without mastering the programming language of mind, your will remain in the first restricted ‘safe play’ mode of the first birth of mind and body, before you learn to choose to upgrade your thinking. Upgrading is a choice though, one that has to be made by the individual on a deep and committed way. It’s a move from the reactionary mindset to the actionary mind space, a move from the repeater to the creator.
6. Why is this shift important for you...

Well, the reason to make the shift...

— is beyond just staying within a fraction of your cognitive function,
— is beyond navigating life as best as you can, whilst in a ‘go-slow’
safe mental mode
— is beyond not thinking for yourself in an effective/progressive way,
— all of which are no way to live life, wasting precious days that could
be so much more, as it’s painful, boring and extremely limited,
compared to what you are unaware of and were born to enjoy.

The reason is — your future survival depends on your willingness to
upgrade your mind and body. Period.

And the sooner you do, the more potential survival power to get
through the future you will have.
Why I say ‘potential’, is because unfortunately both you and I, are both part of a world which is the sum total of the average frequency or bandwidth of everyone’s thinking, and that — as we have discussed, is pretty low indeed because of the nature of our society.

Consequently, we fall foul of the many who think slower and pull us down, as well as the few who think a bit quicker than most and consequently dominate society, because of their narcissistic, sociopathic and psychopathic tendencies. They have no conscience, so any notion of restrictive thinking is liberated completely from consequence or fear; which means whilst they cannot grow or create, they excel in a system of suppression for those who can — but who are unconsciously conditioned to choose not to, even when they are told how and have the science in front of them to show them the path.
This is the irony of our world. Just as in a kingdom of blind people, a one-eyed man can be king, in our world the same applies psychologically, where the people are blinded to truth, because they haven’t worked out they can open their minds at any moment and see beyond what they’ve been told.

Consequently, they conform to and believe in whatever the one-eyed man —society— says, whilst those in power can never access the true potential the majority have, that lies just beyond their adopted personal and world view. Thus, it’s in the benefit of those who rule through mental suppression, to maintain power by deception; to convince people they are blind, when they not. And as blind people, they need leadership, governance, laws, education and restrictive systems to maintain their limited survival capability, in their world of ignorance, suffering and pain; that maintains the power of the few.
7. The future of work

Companies now suffer a widespread brain drain, with regard to an absence of innovation, creativity and agile thinking. The constant education and recruitment of human robots that can just fulfil a task by virtue of a certificate, has left them bereft of the massive creative brain resource that human beings can leverage.

When you have flexible minds that adapt, overcome, work together and motivate each other — intrepreneurial minds, solving problems and creating solutions before they ever happen — then you have the holy grail of business; a culture of true success and unity, rather than one of sluggish corporate survival, individual sandbagging, politics and procrastination.
The future of work demands a new kind of thinking, from workers, business leaders and businesses people. It requires a shift in consciousness/awareness that will allow us to become the visionary creative partners of AI, not the ‘slowtards’ of the works space, destined to become a victim of the protective ego, and consequently forgotten.

One route to go, is the chip in the brain to give you more access to the cloud. It’s a way of saying, that without tech in your head, you cannot upgrade the mind. And many many people will receive this identity lobotomising solution, just to keep a job in the short-term out of fear. But whatever happens — these jobs will go for all humans.
Others however, who are surfacing with high PQ, will see a new form of work emerging, where their latent mental potential will be well placed to explore and enjoy the future, far beyond what a cyborg mind can do, far beyond their current CV or professional self identification through career limitation.

You see, in consciousness terms, there are no limits to what your mind can do, other than what you’ve been told and accepted as truth, or what you have told yourself and believed. How you identify your own potential, will equal your realised potential. And in the short term, this means developing the structure of your brain, so you can run ever faster more progressive programs of thought.

For the work place right now, this is a fundamental requirement in terms of an upgrade, for the challenges we face in the next ten years will be highly destructive for rigid, unthinking, unaware minds.

Is yours rigid, or is it ready for human 3.0
So how do you upgrade your mind for the future of work?

Well, it starts with a big bit of acceptance on your part, and this means you accept your brain’s neuroplasticity can change, and if you start learning to program the mind actively, you will then be able to accelerate your mind.

Here’s three stages of mental acceleration training and a trial to start:
By engaging in polymathic training on a daily basis, we change the structure (neuroplasticity) — the platform of the mind — to run new programs of increased levels of confidence, creativity and communication.

Polymathic training, uses multiple subjects at the same time, within an unrehearsed verbal flow state presentation on a single word, for up to one hour. It starts with a minute to learn the beginnings of flow state and to address the holistic nature of identity — which breaks a person out of the shell identity by catalysts of suggestion and challenge.

The results are massively increased levels of awareness, emotional management and strategic thinking, away from alpha and beta brain wave dominance. Group daily training is on a monthly membership called the MindGYM.
The next level is **Learning Quantum Psychology** which encompasses Theoretical Consciousness and Non-Combative Argument as a part of Consciousness Change Therapy (CCT) and the ascension process.

The focus is learning to self-edit language and thought patterns, moving away from back-story, mind-static, poor internal voice and negative self identification; learning critical thinking, creative problem-solving, empathetic understanding and co-creating to engage in agile thinking for personal acceleration, or to train as a trainer in mental acceleration.

The results are a massive reduction in stress and a move towards meaning, purpose and destiny, with powerful flow state creativity. One-to-one personal training. Three month program.
The third level takes the mind **into mastering states of super creativity and flow** within strategic thinking and the destiny path. Here we move away from repair and reactionary states, into the realm of advanced flow communication, focus and energy as an active Creative Architect of life.

Within level three there are no problems, just a 40 million bit unconscious mind doing all the work to your design and in line with your destiny path. The experience is one of connectivity to the experiential learning bank, the quantum field of universal consciousness, and the facility to train others in the Science of the Unknown Universe as a second or primary career. The results will mean you will be able to leverage your true mental potential within the mind space — channeling information.

You will be able to think quicker and out-manoeuvre anyone in life, bar those at the same progressive ascension level or beyond. Group and personal training at a world leader level. 12 month program.
A good start to try out clearing the mind & mental acceleration, is our thirty-day challenge that will cover the 30 key factors behind understanding why and how we can advance the mind into ever increasing states of gamma and theta brain waves, leveraging the unconscious to solve problems and create solutions, whilst retaining T3 hemispheric synchronisation at will.

The 30-day trial includes.

20 x one hour live polymathic training sessions
30 x daily video sessions on each of the 30 keys to mental acceleration
30 x schematic audios that explain aspects of Consciousness Change Therapy.
1x book — Human 3.0 to explain the basics of ascension